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Stahl’s concept of k-tuple coloring the nodes of a graph is extended to specify 
that adjacent nodes must have i colors in common. Complete results for a minimum 
such coloring are obtained for bipartite graphs and odd cycles. Partial results are 
shown for complete graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider graphs with no loops or multiple edges. Stahl [7] introduced 
a “k-tuple coloring” of a graph G as an assignment of k colors to each node 
of G in such a way that adjacent nodes are assigned distinct colors. The kth 
chromatic number of G, xk(G), is the minimum number of colors necessary 
for G to possess a k-tuple coloring. This concept has also been studied by 
BollobAs and Thomason [ 11. We generalize this by defining a k : i coloring 
of G as an assignment of k colors to each node so that adjacent nodes have 
exactly i colors in common. XL(G) denotes the minimum number of colors 
needed for G to possess a k : i coloring. Thus Stahl’s xk = xi and the usual 
chromatic number is xt. 
We have the obvious fact that x:(G) > 2k - i if G has an edge. Moreover, 
equality holds if G is bipartite and in particular if G is an even cycle. The 
following lemma is straightforward: 
LEMMA 1. xi(G) <X;::(G) + z:(G). 
COROLLARY 1. Let G have p nodes. Then X:(G) +x:(c).< k(p + 1) - 
i(p - 1). 
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x:(G) + x:(@ < xf(G) + (k - 9 X;(G) + xi@) + (k - 9 x:(@ 
= 2i + (k - i)&:(G) + x;(c)) 
< 2i + (k - i)(p + 1) 
= k(p + 1) - i(p - 1) 
where the inequality X;(G) +x:(G) <p + 1 is a result of Nordhaus and 
Gaddum [5] that this corollary generalizes. 1 
Other general properties of k : i colorings appear in [2]. 
2. xw,, 1) 
Stahl shows, when i = 0, that xi(C,+ i) = 2k + 1 t [(k - l)/pJ. 
The next lemma is inspired by Stahl’s work. In it we employ a lower case 
letter to represent a node and the corresponding capital letter to represent the 
set of colors assigned to that node. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a graph with a k : i coloring using n colors. If nodes 
a and b are joined by a path of length 2p (p > 0), then 
IAnBI>k-(n-2k+2i)p. 
Proof: We assume p > 1 since the result is clearly true for p = 0. Let 
a = x0, x1 ,..., xzp = b be a path of length 2p in G. Thus lX,n X,,, I= i for 
O<j<2p- 1. Let N= {1,2 ,..., n) and O<j<p- 1. Then 
lX,U&-A G IP-X.+dU (N-~2,-,-,)I + 2i 
=n-lXj+,nX,p-j-,I t2i 
=~-~I~~+,l~I~~,-,-,l-l~,+,~~,,-,-,ll~~~ 
=n-2kt2itIXj+lUX2p--/--11. 
Applying this result p - 1 times yields IX,, UX,,I < (n - 2k t 2i)(p - 1) t 
IX, _ I u X,, I I. We may now conclude 
l~~~I=/~,~~,,I=l~,l+I~,,l-I~~~~,,I 
>2k-(n-2kt2i)@-l)-IX,-,UX,+,I 
>2k-(n-2k+2i)(p-1)-[[IN-XX,It2i] 
=k-(n-2k+2i)p. 1 
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From this we have, when 2p + 1 is the length of the shortest odd cycle in 
G, that i > k - k:(G) - 2k + 2i)p or J&(G) > 2k - 2i + [(k - i)/p]. 
LEMMA 3. x:(c,,+,) <X:(&I). 
Proof Suppose CzP-r has been minimally k : i colored. We may break 
the cycle between any pair of adjacent nodes, say xi and xj+r, insert two 
nodes a and b so that (xi, a), (a, b), and (b, xj+ ,) are new edges and form 
the cycle C,, r . Now a may be colored the same as xi+ r and b the same as 
xj* I 
We are now ready to state the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. 
&C,,+J = 2k - i for k < i(p + 1) 
=2k-i+l+ 
1 
k - i(p + 1) - 1 
1 
for k > i(p + 1). 
P 
Proof: For p = 1, the result is easily seen to hold for any 
k < (p + 1) i = 2i. Assuming &CzP-,) = 2k - i, for all k <pi, and using 
Lemma 3 yields 
2k - i <&C,+ 1) <&C,,-,) = 2k - i. 
To complete the induction step, for k = pi +j and 1 <j < i, label the nodes 
of c*p+l in sequence with 1, 2,..., 2p + 1 and assign pi colors to each of the 
first 2p - 1 nodes as in a minimal pi : i coloring of a similar labeling of 
c . 
thzsits 
A total of 2pi - i colors are used in this assignment. Let X and Y be 
of colors assigned to nodes 1 and 2p - 1, respectively, with Xn Y 
arbitrarily partitioned into sets C, and C, where 1 C, 1 = j. Assign to node 2p 
the colors in X and to node 2p + 1 those in Y - Cr. Now, let A and B be 
disjoint sets, each of cardinality j, of new colors and append the colors of A 
to each odd labeled node and those of B to each even labeled node as well as 
node 2p + 1. This results in a (pi + j) : i coloring with 2pi - i + 2j = 2k - i 
colors and is therefore minimal. 
For k > i(p + 1) we first show the result is an upper bound on xL(C,+,). 
Letting I= k - i(p + 1) and using Lemma 1 we have 
x:(c,,+1)~x:-I(c,,+1)+x~(c*,+1) 
l-l 
=2i(p+ l)-i+21+ 1+ - 1 1 P 
=2k-i+l+ 
1 
k-i(p+ l)- 1 
P 
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A lower bound for x~(C~~+J can be established with the aid of the comment 
following Lemma 2: 
x;(C,,+ J 2 2k - 2i + 
=2k-2i+l+ Lk-;-‘J 
=2k-i+l+ 
1 
k-i(p+ I)- 1 , 
P 
3. x:&J 
The determination of&K,), where KP is the complete graph on p nodes, 
is equivalent to the following well-known and dificult intersection-type 
problem: What is the minimum cardinality of a set S such that S has k- 
element subsets S, , SZ,..., S, and lS,nSS,(=ifor Igr<t<p? We offer 
the following partial results. 
LEMMA 4. kp-((p-l)p/2)i,<&K,),<kp-(p-l)i. 
ProoJ: The lower bound may be established by arbitrarily labeling the 
nodes of KP from 1 top. Node 1 requires k colors, and node j, j> 2, requires 
at least k - (j - 1) i new colors. Thus 
x&J > '$ [k - (.I+- 1) 4 
j=l 
=kp- (P- 1)P. 
2 I* 
The upper bound follows since 
~:(K,)~~~-~(K,)+x1(K,)=(k-ii)p+i=kp-(p-l)i. 1 
Below we show that the bounds of Lemma 4 are achieved for sufficiently 
small or large p. 
THEOREM 2. (a) Ifp < k/i + 1 then &,) = kp - ((p - l)p/2) i. 
(b) Ifp > k* - k + 2 then &K,) = kp - (p - 1) i. 
Proof. (a) When k - (p - 1) i > 0 a k : i coloring can easily be 
exhibited which actually obtains the lower bound of Lemma 4. 
(b) This is an immediate application of a result due to Deza 131. m 
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The bound for p in part (b) of Theorem 2 is sharp, at least for i = 1, in the 
sense that if p = k2 - k + 1, there are infinitely many k for which x:(K,) < 
kp - (p - 1). A k : 1 coloring of KP corresponds to an edge-disjoint covering 
of KP by complete subgraphs such that each node is contained in exactly k of 
the subgraphs. It now follows easily [6] that xL(K~~-~+,) = kZ - k + 1 if and 
only if there exists a projective plane of order k - 1. It is well known that 
such planes exist when k - 1 is a power of a single prime 141. 
As a final comment we note that 8 =&K,) > x:(K,) = 7 disproving that 
x;(G) <xi+,(G) in general, a result which does hold for i = 0. We do not 
know, but conjecture that xp ‘(G) <x:(G) for 0 < i < k - 1. For i = 0 this is 
again true. 
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